
Dear Winnataska parents, 

As a camper, I saved all the letters that I received from home, even the ones written 
to me when I worked at camp during college.  I vividly remember the anticipation I 
felt at the end of lunch when I realized, "Hey, rest time is next, and that 
means....MAIL TIME!"  

We do realize how very important mail is to a child. However, the "less is more," 
philosophy is so applicable here.  Camp itself is very expensive...there is no need for 
care packages to add hundreds of more dollars to the cost of sending a child to 
camp.  What's most important is the EXPERIENCE we want our children to get - 
anticipating a letter from home, relaxing on their bed during rest time, and re-
reading it several times to themselves.  And I promise that this EXPERIENCE can be 
gained from a funny card, a snapshot, a letter from the point of view of the dog, or a 
drawing from a younger sibling. 

So, here's the real scoop - you have to resist the temptation to go overboard. You 
have to resist pressure from your children, especially if they have been to camp 
before.  I can tell you, between visits to canteen and other special treats (like 
s'mores!) they get plenty of sweets.  I can also tell you that many a Winnataska 
mouse has disrupted a good night's sleep in search of those leftover skittles on the 
floor. I am not suggesting to NOT send mail....on the contrary! I am suggesting that 
they can feel your hugs from far away with some heartfelt words. It does not take a 
big box of candy to send your best wishes to your child. We want campers to 
experience the thrill of a note from home and taking the time to write one back.  

We do ask that you keep mail to a manageable amount, all mail must arrive in an 
envelope. We will not deliver boxes to campers.  A deck of cards, a book of Mad Libs, 
a funny pair of socks, a pack of stickers....these are all inexpensive "tokens" that you 
can fit in a manila envelope.  Remember also that your camper will have to re-pack 
themselves and large items can cause packing troubles! 

If you have read this far, I do thank you for hearing me out! I also thank you for 
valuing the experience of summer camp, and trusting us with your children.  We are 
looking forward to a wonderful summer! 

Sincerely, 

Ann Pickens 

Summer Camp Director 

	


